MAROON POLO SHIRTS
KHAKI OR BLACK BOTTOMS

WHITE, BLACK OR PURPLE
POLO SHIRTS
KHAKI OR BLACK BOTTOMS

LHA FAMILIES:
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS PLEASE
CONTACT THE FRONT OFFICE AT: 209-943-2389

Titans should keep in mind:
Titans should not wear ripped or torn clothing, cargo style
pants/shorts, sweatpants or joggers, yoga pants or "jeggings," open-toe shoes or "slides," jean/denim jackets,
or non-LHA hats. Titans are required to wear LHA or
college/university branded outerwear (solid color heavy
coats/jackets can be worn outside of the classroom
only). Tights and leggings can be worn under shorts or
skirts in solid black, gray, or white.

Please refer to the LHA Student & Family Handbook for the full
details regarding the LHA uniform policy.
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